ARTISTIC RESIDENCE IN CRATER-LAB
ABOUT CRATER-LAB:
Crater-Lab it’s a colective of artists who work with analogic film or seeks to approach into the
analogic universe (–Súper 8, Single 8, 16mm o 35mm-), to explore and discover the infinite
posibilities.

CRATER-LAB ARTISTIC’S RESIDENCE:
One of our main objectives to preserve this image’s craftsman carácter is to foment the use of
our space and equipment throught our Artistic’s Residence. For national and international
artist/filmmakers, Crater-Lab offer an Artistic Residency, that is aimed at artist who necesarelly
wish to develop an analogic film project (or to include analog film in any stages of the project). It
allows, during the residence time, a complete use of all
Crater-Lab's space, equipment and
machinery in a free and autonumus way, with a flexible schedule, becoming this opportunity in a
space-time entirelly dedicated to explore the infitine world of analogic.
Being an Artist Resident in Crater-Lab you'll have free access to all the proccess previously
explained of Film: to Develop, Edit, to Project; also a complete disposition of all the technical
means.
Any artist is able to present a proposal that will be valued by it's viability and not by it's content,
keeping our philosophy of experiment with the project and with multiple disciplines.
About the location:
The time you'll spend in the residence you'll have available a bedroom with a bed, closet and
desk, bathroom, services and wifi for your accommodation. Our space is also habilitaded with a
yard, livingroom and kitchen.
For more information about the Laboratory's instalations: http://crater-lab.org/laboratorio/

Ongoing call:
Our call is open for all the year, so the time for each residence will depend on the artist's
disponibility.
At the end of the residence, we offer to the artist an opportunity to organize a projection of the
film and to have a feedback with other artist.

More info about Crater-Lab: http://http://crater-lab.org/residencias/
https://www.facebook.com/Crater-Lab-777162649001994/

	
  

